I.
Introduction
There has been considerable interest over the recent observations of small-scale irregularities during equatorial Spread F (Farley et al. , 1970; Woodman and LaHoz, 1976; Costa and Kelley, 1978a,b; Huba et al., 1978) . Radar backscatter measurements indicate density fluctuations with scale sizes of 3m, lm and 36cm. Moreover, since density inhomogeneities exist with scale lengths as short as 30m (Costa and Kelley, 1978a ) (these scale lengths presumably arise because of the primary growth of long wavelength fluid modes, e.g., the collisional Rayleigh-Taylor instability), it is plausible to consider whether or not the excitation of drift waves could be responsible for the smallscale irregularities. Recently, Huba et al. (1978) have demonstrated that the ion-drift-cyclotron and the lower-hybrid-drift instabilities are viable candidates to produce the lm and 36cm irregularities. However, the 3m irregularities cannot be explained by these instabilities based on linear theory. Costa and Kelley (1978a,b) have suggested the universal drift instability (collisionless, low-frequency drift instability) may account for the 3m irregularities. Unfortunately, their assumption of a collisionless plasma is questionable for typical ionospheric parameters and their theory is limited to wavelengths greater than 6m.
In this brief report we consider the linear theory of low frequency drift waves for parameters typical of the ionosphere during equatorial Spread F. We use kinetic theory to describe the ion and electron dynamics. (Note: A kinetic theory is required for the ions since for the 3m irregularities kr.. *» 10 » 1, where r.. is the mean ion Larmor radius). Electron-ion and electron-neutral collisions are considered using the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) collision model (Bhatnagar et al., 1954) . We also include ion-ion collisions via a model Fokker-Planck equation for the numerical results (Dougherty, 1964; Huba and Ossakow, 1979) and the Landau collision integral for the analytic results (Rukhadze and Silin, 1969; Mikhailovskii, 1974) . We find that a collisional drift wave can occur in the 3m regime but that it is damped by ion viscosity unless n < 2 x 10^ cm~^ for density gradient scale lengths ^ 75m. Thus, it is improbable that low frequency drift waves can linearly generate the 3m irregularities observed during equatorial Spread F.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next section we present the basic assumptions and the dispersion equation considered in the analysis. Section III contains the analytical and numerical results of our theory. In the final section we discuss the implications of our results concerning the 3m irregularities.
II. Basic Assumptions and the Dispersion Equation
The geometry we consider is described as follows. The ambient gnetic field is | = B e , the density depends only on the x coordima nate (n = n (x)) and the temperature is assumed to be constant. Each + species a(electrons and 0 ions) has a drift velocity V = V, e r ^a da y where V, = (v 2 /2ft ) d £n/dx is the diamagnetic drift velocity, da a a v = (2T /m )^ is the thermal velocity, ft = e B /m c is the cyclotron a a a a a o a frequency and n = n ~ n.. A net current exists in the plasma J = en(V,,-V, )e = enV,.(l + T /T. )e which provides the free r^o di de y di e i y energy to drive an instability. Perturbed quantities vary as exp i(k y + k z -cot) and we consider only electrostatic oscillations. We make use of the local approximation which requires kL >> 1 where L-= (d £n n/dx) _1 is the density gradient scale length. We include electron-ion and electron-neutral collisions (v = v , + v ) e ei en'
and ion-ion collisions (vj. = v ). We neglect ion-neutral collisions by requiring v << k|,v, which restricts the results of the analysis to 2 2 altitudes above 300 km. Finally, we consider to << Q. , fi , k r, . » 1 i e Li 2 2 k r T << 1 and v.. << Q..
The dispersion equation is found to take the following form within the context of our model
where (Kadomtsev, 1965) i
and (Huba and Ossakow, 1979) 
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Again, the instability is kinetic but ion viscosity provides a damping mechanism which is particularly effective at the shorter wavelengths.
3. v.. f 0 and v ± 0 n e
We finally consider the fully collisional limit and assume In this limit the nature of the instability has changed from being a kinetic (collisionless) instability to a collisional instability.
However, ion viscosity is still an effective damping mechanism. For parameters typical of the ionosphere this final limit is the most relevant. It should be noted that many of the approximations made which led to the simplified dispersion equations breakdown for realistic values of \i". v and L and a numerical analysis is required ii en ^ to determine u.
B. Numerical results.
We now present the results of a numerical analysis based upon
The parameters chosen which are common to both Figs. (1) and (2) give maximum growth for each value of k r . Also, as mentioned Sanderson (1978) . We mention that Costa and Kelley (1978b) incorrectly found maximum growth for k r « 1.5. Electron collisions cause the peak growth to shift to higher k (kr.. M 1.0) while ion-ion collisions do not affect the wavenumber of maximum growth. Second, for k r > 4 the growth rate is relatively constant for a large range of k r as anticipated from Eq. (7) for the collisionless case.
Third, the electron collisional drift instability has lower growth rates over most of the spectrum (except for k 2 r T . 2 << 1) than the collisionless instability. Finally, ion-ion collisions heavily damp the short wavelength modes and can stabilize the instability.
In 
IV. Discussion
We have presented an analysis of low frequency drift waves based on kinetic theory including electron (i.e., electron-ion and electronneutral) and ion (i.e., ion-ion) collisions. The primary purpose is to determine whether or not drift waves can produce the 3m irregularities observed during equatorial Spread F based on linear theory. We now address this question. 
is the maximum growth of the collisionless instability in the regime k 2 r 2 >> 1 (Eq. (7)). Although the collisionless mode is usually not
excited, its growth rate is not significantly different from the collisional mode. For T = 1000°K and Q. = 200 sec -1 we obtain the following condition for instability n < -^ -yi-n-2 x 10 6 cm -3 .
(13) L k, r,.* n ± Li 3 -3 Thus, for k r, = 10 and L /r T . « 10 we require n < 2 x 10 cm for -L Li n LI instability which is in good agreement with the numerical estimates.
In conclusion 
